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Chapter 3051-3052

. Wherever it goes, it feels like a master and servant have become brothers for many years.

When He saw Charlie take the initiative to greet him, he was flattered and said: “Hello, Mr.
Wade! It’s been a long time, I didn’t expect you to remember me…”

Charlie smiled and said: “My memory is not so bad, how can I not remember you.”

After speaking, he asked Ito Yuhiko again: “I don’t know how the two of you have been in
China for the past few days?”

“Very good!” Yuehiko Ito said earnestly: “Tanaka and I, according to terms, are physically
disabled. These days we have been participating in various sports everywhere, playing golf,
bowling, and going to the swimming pool when we are okay. Swimming, the doctor said that
in our situation, we exercise more. Not only can it improve physical fitness, but more
importantly, it can speed up the running-in with the prosthesis.

Tanaka also nodded again and again: “The doctor said, if the physical fitness is good enough
and the prosthesis is also well run in, it will soon be possible to walk with the prosthesis.”

Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “The mentality of the two is really admirable.”

“Where?” Ito said with a humble smile: “If it weren’t for Mr. Wade’s magic medicine, we
wouldn’t be able to return to where we are today. I’m afraid we would have been filled with
tubes long ago, waiting to die in the intensive care unit of the hospital. .”

Speaking of this, he couldn’t help sighing: “I can live to this day thanks to Mr. Wade and
Tanaka.”

Immediately, he looked at Tanaka and said seriously: “Tanaka, if you hadn’t pushed me off
the bridge that day, I would have been in a different place! Thanks to you for saving my life!”

Tanaka said with a red eye: “Mr. President! It is My job to be loyal to you. It is already a great
malfeasance to fail to protect you on the next day. How can you stand to say that…”

After he finished speaking, he choked again: ” became a useless person. Not only did you not
dislike it, you also spent huge sums of money to treat Xia and help Xia recover. This kindness
is unforgettable for Xia Xia!”

Ito Yuihiko sighed softly, and said, “You and I broke through the ghost gate together. At this
time, I naturally can’t leave you behind.”

Speaking of this, he looked at Charlie and said with emotion: “Mr. Wade, Tanaka has been in a
depressed mood since the amputation, and his fiancée also abandoned him. He once wanted



to give up on himself, and asked Mr. Wade to help him enlighten and enlighten him… You are
the person Tanaka admires most. You speak more usefully than me.”

Tanaka hurriedly said: “President, you are the person I respect the most. If you say, I have
always regarded it as a standard and dare not disobey, but that change has changed my life a
little bit. Give me a little more time and I will definitely be able to go. from.”

Charlie smiled slightly at this time and said, “Tanaka, your future life is still very long. You
must settle down, recover well, and wait for the miracle to happen.”

Tanaka knew in his heart that he could not encounter any miracles. His greatest hope is that in
the future, medicine will be developed and the research and development of prostheses will
be able to make greater breakthroughs, so as to at least make up for the inconvenience in life.

As for the lack of two legs, it is impossible to make up for it in this life.

However, Charlie looked at Ito at this time, with a deep smile on his face: “Mr. Ito, you have to
cheer up, the miracle will eventually come.”

Yuihiko Ito shook his heart, looking at Charlie like an electric shock, and blurted out: “Mr.
Wade, do you…do you have a way?!”

Charlie smiled: “Although it is still unclear at the moment, there will be a chance in the
future!”

In the records of “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, there is a kind of pill that can
regenerate broken limbs, but the level of this pill is much higher than the rejuvenation pill,
and even better than the pill of cultivation that he will refine next. It’s much higher.

In the past, Charlie felt that he basically had no chance to refine this high-level pill, because
whether it was the medicinal materials required for the pill or the aura needed to refine the
pill, he was afraid that he could not handle it.

The higher the level of pill, the greater the consumption of spiritual energy.

I used up a lot of spiritual energy before, and I have not been able to make up for it. However,
since the last time I accidentally obtained the fossil of Wannian Ambergris, it has given
Charlie great confidence.

As long as you use the Ambergris fossils to refine the Pill, your aura can be fully
supplemented or even improved. In that case, you can not only improve your strength by a lot,
but you can also try higher-level pill.

Maybe, the pill for rebirth from severed limbs can be refined.

If that were the case, not only would it be possible to heal Ito Yuihiko and Tanaka Koichi, but
also Xion’s mother, Kairi Elms .
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